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performance notes 

most pieces in this book are made up of different voices. the degree of variation between 
one or more voices within each piece is indicated by line-breaks, tabs and titles (line breaks 

: subtle change in tone; tabs : shift in character and/or emotional register; names : 
presence of distinct entities.) 

*images included as performance inspiration, audience stand-ins, backdrops, mirrors, etc 
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TWISTER LEFT HAND BLUE 

your turn  you’re up 	 	  

your turn  you’re up 
how bout me	 	  
	 bout me	  

	 bout me 
	 you will get a turn 
	 your parents first 

	 	 depending which they land on 
thirst i’m thirsty 
hungry crunchy 

	 there are taco stands next door 
live music nights  
with colored floors 

how bout me bout me bout me 
	 wait, how cheap is it who goes there 

	 you will find out when your turn’s up	 	 go back now please 50 paces 

but my grandfather sold cotton where my mother watched the races 

horses, grandma had a thing for hooves and chewing bright green gum 
	 no money 
but Wrigley’s isn’t from here 

where? 
here - the game board’s clearly marked 
by shoes 

by score! 
by color 
floor! 

by plastic fold-out card tables 
by angle of both elbows 
by sharpening of knee 

by spreading out an inch  
by growing out to feet 
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my table tree will melt down anyone! 

my branches in your armpits will make your kids go eee! 
my hand’s on yellow   
pee! 

can i just use the bathroom? 
no, you have to wait your turn 
but i’m a seed 

then you’ve no business drinking water 
but look i’m small, see really sweet  
and i’m a sorcerer 

but wait whose communion did the sign say?  
tara-ana-zila from a few blocks down or up 
the sideways one 

the girl who plays the organ 
harmonica 
i think i heard accordion 

it doesn’t take her mouth does it? 
just squeezes then pulls out 
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MUHAMMAD ON XMAS 

are you sick  
your nose’s red 

just cat-sitting  
it’s freezing out 

and this behind the counter 
	 sheets of glass  

	 a sample test 
	 disguised as safe pee - fetish 

	 below a few degrees, a christmas man 
	 	 	 	 in santa cap 
	 	 	 	 	 America’s a lego board  

	 	 	 	 	 Mid East, a coaster 

	 	 	 	  ladder 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 step! 

	 	 	 	 	 	 our wily legs will click in - check 

	 	 	 	 	 our boys in tags 

	 	 	 	 	 draft reindeer men 

	 	 ahead stop! 	  

swollen lights 

in this new shop layout	  
	 a chandelier clear crystal 

	 hovers hostess packs - orange twinkies 
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A RING THAT IS OPPOSING 

	 you have 8 straight legs 

on wheels 
	 i see 
so what’s up how’s it rolling 

	 hard to say 
still going 
	 sure 

the ring - is that your bag or clothing? 
	 is it showing? 
seems to me at least 

	 did spike collar give away? 
it looks to me, a face 
	 the neck i guess is not yet raised 

what question were you asking? 
	 how you manage wheels if stomach’s face 
i’ll find out, please keep going 

	 have you tried with heels? 
all points make caves 

	 while standing? 
shallow graves 
	 your cheeks are rosy 

yours are gray 
	 but you’ve got on a monocle 
and both your sleeves are wet 

	 i haven’t been rung out yet 
on Hart, a constant breeze, no need 
	 i’m more a kind of tree 

a leaf? 
	 a pussy will you blow please? 
if i can pop the lens out frame, I’ll dip it into soap 

	 but the bubbles might burst onto me 
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i’m only buying coke – let’s check 

	 Big Daddies line is shorter – 
	 if we can use his screwdriver 
if big lungs might blow harder 

	 if bathroom’s working order, we can use the soap in there 
it might be warmer 
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OUTLOOK OVER BAGS 

but you said the fine was windswept 

	 i did none– 
	 	 ladies, your order? 

tall green bottles 
	 sparkling water— 
	 i’ve heard what rises there 

gastric bubbles 
	 last night’s fare   
tomorrow’s dinner  

	 poof - thin air 
i felt it as a girl first 
a hand formed 

	 how ‘bout toes? 
too shortly cropped or - nothing showed 
	 to me it was an essence, lines transposed 

	 just close and it will come through if you let it 

i blew my eyes out in the sink	  
	 there’s time left to retrieve them 
to hank and slink among them, maybe 

	 you’ve got a sling 
your belt is gold 
	 i’ve been with slice, size three years old 

and whose lose grip is showing 
	 our bathroom like a headlight 
this diner’s, like a foe 

	 you know the ones, electric 
Sal’s Pizza - oof - and Tina’s 
	 the metal one, off Bedford 

takes more card blocks than i own 
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	 the burgers there, delicious 

i’m taking my food home 
	 no case to-go in place like that 
no thorough fare, no through space 

	 your button shows 
my hips still cradle outwards 
	 my hips stain : mission backwards 

a right of passage 
	 of sorts 
a night’s worth, answered 

	 droves, in tin can baskets 
a stork in transit 
	 just in case 

a ghost 
	 an unlaid ghost 
a host 

	 a toast to all good cancers! 
a toast to bags mid-flight! 
	 a toast to homeless 

moans 
	 and more champagne 
lost credit, scores 

	 and soaring rat-proof walls 
all high and mighty hopes 

	  
	 you hear – new building out in Flushing 
no 

	 more stabilized 
but Queens 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SEAWEED CONTENT 

i’m squidilicious try me taste and tell me what it’s like okay 
my ink drips out in millimeters - i’m Wyckoff  

shark’s new street and see the thing about my tentacles 
	 [use fork too] 
do not end or bend in points 

i’m shapely legs like spider 
	 [sip. sip. egg] 
am i sweet? 

look - you see i’m jumping rope 
it’s color’s green 
please now everyone off - we’re docked 

my shoreline tone is paisley 
and lavender at rest 
i shrink on sand 

i shrink but please 
just split the bill 
you’re here for only weekend?! 

splurge your splooge on me 
and my spike master here 

he’ll show you where the simpsons are 
just further up the street 
enjoy your time 

enjoy your stay 
and see you in your mouth, okay! 
and catch you back at sea! 

i’m home you’re all around me 
now we only take card inked 
that’s stamped engraved and tracking 

more efficient training 
cashiers to no more counting 
come back soon and star and rave 

share figure 8’s of me’s post-death  
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fine plated at your seat 
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BONELESS TRANSPLANTS 

do whatever you want here 

	 light a blade of grass 
make a spell from rocks 
	 a ceremony of stones 

maria hernandez - park 
	 i broke up late last year 
i departed, loft left bare 

	 i blew up all he gave me 
i lied down thick, with gravy 
look at all the weight i’ve lost 

	 look my new blue mary, cross 
toss it in the fire 
	 your head is like an iceberg 

my heart a spit shine wave 
	 i saved you kit-kat from japan 
i brought your wishes - one year old 

	 oh god to look for one as love 
a small sad lonely world 

	 out growing rolls along 
you got your vape pen plug? 
i gave up smoking camels 

	 i gave up smoking guns 
i shower in confetti 
	 my blue tooth died 

i hung up tye-dye curtains 
	 what rhymes with linen cloth? 
a twilight shave 

no leather, broth 
leather sink! 
	 let’s take our panties off 

	 and squat to see what happens 
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look, a string of ants now forming line 

enough, as much, to some, a feast 
	 to keep down lightly - air balloons  
i hate when i hear buckle up 

	 esp in back seat right  
not even in the middle 
	 it ain’t me was dylan’s answer 

mine’s titanic 
	 rolling stone 
upchucking granite 

	 pissing snow 
	  
rye pastrami - toasted through and melted  - russian dressing 

	 and a muffin please 
lyft rides always make me sick  
	 me too 

but then i’m super hungry 
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NEW YEAR MINUS FOG HORN 

what are these - pulmones 
	 zig zags? 

	 	 ice-cream cones 
____ 

hey. victor? 
	 what’s up 
	 (groaning) 

	 (door shut: gutter) 
(groans) 
	 (guitar pick : nose, flaking skin) 

the belt alarm 
	 can we stop twice? 
not now 

	 cross street? 
(rearview blank) 
(front light blinks) 

	 i’ll get out here 
	 it’s freezing 
____ 

(club - meat letterhead on tickets) 

no ecstasy. molly? nah for me 
	 this january i’m going clean 

meet pete he is my brother 
from across the street, when little 

what’s it like behind a dj booth? 
	 i’m sorry i can’t hear you 
do you let, which tall beats drop? 
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	 the ones in cages, cases, dens 

	 i’ll never use a synth key 
	 but these echo mics are clear 
and you were raised right, California? 

	 if it’s not this year - the next one 
i’ll likely grow my hair out long 
	 i’ll cycle, read in Georgia 

oh that homeschool chance 
now nothing’s free 
	 the boots i got are vintage 

	 and the velvet pants - my dad’s 
i like to drag around a belt, each note — 
your earphones like an igloo 

	 your eyes a crystal globe — 
	 put your numbers in my contacts 
i’ll take it out when home 

for now another jim beam 
	 i’m leaving thursday early 
	 this song was made by drones 

that aerial shot porno? 
	 yeah what happened - those guys - vice now? 
last i heard, a car alarm - systems  

	 those birds you put in couches? 
	 the ones when you’re away? 

i set up speakers like a wall 
and threw a mic out in the rain 
my album : shield recordings 

	 my shoes all rubber, lace	  
the best part’s a solo - girl i taped in second grade 
the only one with lyrics 

	 i want to eat a steak 
can you take away my empty? 
	 my hands are free but dancing 
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i’m dripping on the buttons 

	 you need to type your passcode 
fuh—still shaking? 
	 try again  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MORTAL DISHING 

the best part about monique’s her tongue 

	 with tom, it’s thumb 
and how bout Good Chinese? i overheard the soup, and people, fish on lines of laundry 
tom’s the weed guy? 

	 sometimes. weekends. only does it in the winter 
would you say your SAD happens mostly then or summer? 
	 i’d say the spring cuz allergies 

that ramen place says chicken only - since when does who wants that - a thing now? 
	 i guess regarding stock or broth 
i hate to get a chicken bone - the crunch you know? 

	 the worst. 
the dollar store, the chunky brand, those nfl commercials 
	 god. the branding 

is it better now? 
	 the packaging? 
could be that old, the label 

	 there’s a pipe, of crack, out there - you notice? 
near Big Daddies? 

	 the marquee lights best one in town 
the corner of all smoking 
	 the only time i choked for real: a chicken bone 

there’s help though 24 hours 
	 a laundry mat attached, variety store 
and St. Mark’s has its chapel 

	 and bob still drives a boat 
so what are you watching? 
	 these days, whatever’s showing 

cuz your housemate got that monitor 
	 i get all his accounts 
	 the new one, ‘bout the lake transplant 

the one who washes dishes? 
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	 does some miming on the side 

	 so far i like it, 2 seasons in 
i’ll put it on my playlist 
	 	 (check arrives) 

i’ll put in on my tab here - they let me do that 
	 you’ve got an in 
i just show up 

	 you live upstairs 
sometimes they let me play with their kid 
	 you ever shop at Juniors? 

only when i’m broke, usually for cereal 
	 god captain crunch’s so good 
dude i know, the coroner of later will cite the crunch my cause of death 

	 i want shark teeth lining bench but made with chicken bones so mourners don’t 	 	
	 get hurt. while mourning 
you think you’ll have the dough to hole up by a bench? 

	 my grandfather - i’ve got a spot - central coast, Wyoming 
shit. i’ll be landfill in Missouri, New Jersey if i’m lucky 
	 i’d prefer the Catskill mountains but can’t stand the thought of burning 

then you should stop this eating out 
or get on planned security 
	 will you carry my corpse if i stay skinny? 

if your collar bone’s still showing 
	 i’ll lay off the captain, here on out 

and i’ll work out by squatting 
	 you don’t mind the ashes route? 
i’d die if i heard heavy -  someone heaving from my body 

	 dying once seems hard enough 
	 	 we’re done now, serving brunch 
and who needs more bones anyway 

	 let’s catacomb… a startup! 
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MEAT-FREE MONDAY 

1	 pollo live! hey girl 

2	 who thinks to meet outside a beak bin? 

3	 right? your appetite’s confusing 

1	 i’m not scared of chicken ghosts 

2	 oh dios mio, yo tampoc— 

3	 can we start walking - fucking starving 

2	 Kiki’s wreakin’ up in here - vamos! 

____ 

1	 I tried these pickles - garlic, thyme 
	  

2	 my god - amazing 
	 	  
3	 farmer’s choice 

1	 a crop i closet, dark survives 

2	 but what about the mustard or that acre block of mayo? 

3	 yo that shit can hell raise lepers, pedos, a senior bush, with aids 

1	 but the peppers at the Sundry splash in subdued shades of green 

2	 a toddler type 
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1	 alright i’m trying to order coffee here 

3	 this line’s distracting 

1	 no this sunday dress I got’s too tight 

2	 have you tried the sideways tailor? 

3	 he never remembers my name 

2	 charges extra for beige buttons 

1	 i haven’t brushed my teeth today 

2	 i’ve never washed my sheets. 	since moving in I mean 

3	 I only do it once a month 

1	 I only do it— 
	 3 cold brews please. and room for milk 

2	 here take this cash for tip 

3	 i loaded up last night - were serving chicken thighs 

1	 yesterday i tried to fly - giselle had those new wing things 

2	 on rollers? 

1	 they went up to shoulders and tapered out from there - apparently i’m not so  
	 scared of heights - I mean, it was the second floor 
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3	 from ground to walk up? 

1	 yeah so technically the first - my hair got dirty but I brushed it out 

2	 yeah you have that surfer look - tussled  

3	 i love waking up that way 

	 	 ladies, are these to-go or stay? 

1	 1 to go, 2 for here 

2	 the beans here always jack me up 

3	 i always have to pee 

1	 i try to just drink half 

2	 i can’t wait - or it never lasts 

3	 i like the way my heart thumps fast 

1	 hang on, i’m getting half and half 

2	 i thought you stopped the dairy 

1	 i need the fat 

3 	 (laughs) 
	 is poverty your middle name? 

1 	 my mom first called me grace - but hank’s whats on my birth certificate 
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2	 cuz she wanted a boy? 

1	 i think - or that’s just what her brother called himself in second grade… 
	 I mean, she was probably pretty loaded 

3	 oh word, she drank a lot, right? 

1	 think so— 
	 ugh 
	 these fucking to-go cups 

	 every time 

2	 just looks like you’ve been rowing, stirring chocolate milk 

3	 when someone started splashing with their foot caught in your shirt 

1	 it’s my last clean one 

2	 till when? 

1	 next week 

3	 you can wear my sweater vest 

1	 should i go home and change? 

2	 to see kurt? lol 

3	 just stand outside 

	 	 (through window: rain) 

1	 there goes this all white look today 
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2	 only works in rehab - all those fresh tee’s laid right out for you 

3	 yeah but they were getting paid 

1	 it’s like i still need diapers 

2	 they’re bad for the environment 

1	 i’d get the linen ones 

3	 your place would stink like shit 

1	 it’d make me do more laundry 

2	 it’d leave you out - like walked around by crowds 

3	 like george b senior, leper creased and bleeding out in aids 

1	 yeah i get the gist, let’s go 

3	 dude everyone looks better wet 

2	 plus hair - and those titties, damn 

1	 come on 
	 	  

3	 ay mami! 

1	 oh shit they’re soaking through 

2	 and pointing east 
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3	 and shiny! 

2	 let me suck that java down 

3	 i’ll be secret straw -  and tiny 

1	 ugh. will you two stop? 

2	 the parting song? 

3	 or sucking? 

1	 fuck - my bus	  

2	 goodbye 

3	 goodbye 

1	 good taste! 
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FLASHING BLUE DREAM 

GSA : gwen stefani angel 
S1-2 : seeds 

GSA 	 underneath us always is a league of topless many lapping through a rindless melon  

———— 

S1 	 i like the frame here, count: 

S2	 my favorite color’s circle 
	 my favorite shape is green 

	 and all there is to swim 
	 is safe surrounding me 

S1 	 red triangle, serrated, what is perching at the seam? 
	 what 	 hooded antlers? 
	 what 	 blue savers are they now? 

S2 	 they’re in a rowboat. one with case, in brown. another in sheer white, a dark mark 	 	  

	 dripping down.  

S1	 can we use it? 

S2	 her shirt?  

S1	 to make something….a gown? 

S2	 a bath, in sponge  

S1	 but it’ll smell 

S2	 i guess, as rotting goes 
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S1	 hopefully won’t stay long 

S2	 yeah hopefully there’s not much gas 

S1	 that gust that leaves their mouth? 

S2	 it also turns to, changes juice it hits 

S1	 but that clears out in days 

S2	 should we keep swimming about? 

S1	 stay still and it won’t stay and keep the voices down 

S2	 should we try and make it choke? 

S1	 let raise, come up, organically. feel free to tip the boat so the back-out happens  
	 easily 
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CYCLOP SWERVING 

	  

parked at checkout 

parked at laundry 
parked at no-space Tom’s Garage 
	 you guys got flashlights? 

	 	 uh… 
	 bananas? 
	 	 mm… 

	 that cool mint, grape or carrot gum? 
	 	 don’t think so	  
	 how bout slice? 

	 	 cooler maybe 
	 swell— 
	 it’s empty 

	 	 happy easter 
	 you should get a raise 
	 	 you think? i’m thirsty 

	 you should see– 
	 	 you’re telling me 

i’m not a rowboat i’m tiny tim 
	 and all this froth about me - wind 
	 it’s my..it’s might..a sanded chandelier - with spin 

i’ve iced out all my cousins 
	 i’m locked outside my car 
	 to choose the glass front window 

	 or the one - which two - on sides 
in leather sandals i feel twice as fine as when 
i’m sanding up the breaks and flooring 

mine thick surely there’s no towel 
	 in my trunk 
	 	 or drawers 

	 or tassels to hang tits up on 
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i’m questioning what’s robot 

i’m shining in my skin 
i’m climbing to a climax 
way up down like my hairs 

get wrapped warm cycling 
of rim - one quarter - inch by inch 
depending on my pockets 

where from which state 
	 we’re in 
started with door	 wasn’t closed 

and mopping, mocking me so sorry 
in thought, her language 
was still heard 

and used to me vs. them 
what left to use 
	 what left 

	 	 more  
verse please 
	 free instruction 
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HAZE ON FULTON 

woulda said so 

woulda showed up	  
woulda signed in but the line : too long 

on Knickerbocker all the ballets went to blue 
on Havemeyer all the papers leaked out red 
i had my watch set 5 - 7 minutes ahead 

i spent my last subway ride picking up a loaf of bread 

my visa will expire soon 

my housing - rent wont be renewed 
i firefighted my way out of closing down 

the merchants left in town must be shaded up by trees 
the merchants here, more or less	 the breeze 
	 i can’t afford non-members at the co-op 

my Keyfood life is leaving splotches, kinks in toilet 
	 i bought salmon there that was just cheese 

my protein bill is lowered onto half my monthly will 
i heard there are no hills up near the white house 
i heard rodrigo’s wife makes goat cheese in her kitchen 

Flushing Meat - don’t trust that temp 
	 a bag of pig set leaking into gutter 
in the summer i will hear loud 1-3 tunes 

i thought to lead vest up in schools 
at Ps1 there’s gravel music 
Kosciousko pool - you can sit up in the bleachers 

i flip old people mags - can’t stand the piss blue water 
during - sometimes - there’s no kids there 
	 how ‘bout a high dive? 

maybe one - Mccarren Park 
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i can’t tell if you’re squinting 
those new shades : horizon lines 
	 half and half on outside, from here all looks the same 

i can’t tell - are you crying? 
	 i can’t tell : seasons, sneezing 

	 since march i’m always puffy 
	 since march all rims are hazy 

have you heard about the glass balloons? 
	 on how they pop in hail storms? 
	 	 new ones now, fly sharp - no compass 

	 	 	 beaming out just tall and wide 

at the White House they serve three course clouds 

	 around my dog’s neck all his hair’s worn down 
	 i fluff mine out with sea soap 
	 i rinsed out in the stove 

	 the gas won’t light my oven so i’m always buying bread 
	 the gas of jared’s dump bin is just starting to soak in 

if i had twins i’d sell my babies or abort them 

at Jim’s they don’t take cash, but card for using credit 
K. nails will charge you extra if you need change for a tip 

i’m gonna sell my urine, label : uptown cure 
at home i switched to sterilize from soap-free 
if you sterilize your bedroom - are you more or close to godly? 

more to bone - the skin condition, not so great 
knock knock		 what has 2 legs and comes close to eating  
	   cancer?	 spongebob. 	 no, fruit snacks 

eh!	   you walking to the news 
are you confusing in for lava mines again?  
this two piece set conflates the two  
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i sweat out bluets, drama  

	 mom it’s aqua 
looks like pink eye 
	 need a red eye? 

	 need to fly right here 
or coop 
i got this mattress, light 
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TEETHING EYELIDS 

nah man I was left outside the frame 
	 but you let in— 

not good 
	 anyway 
the waves around here smell bad 

	 you should see when they’re warmed up 
as food? 
	 as close to proximation 

back home we just say tuna 
	 in my boot - scuttle, starfish 
you look nice like that - real blinking 

	 you look great just as you are 
I’ve heard that : witness baiting 
	 what who me? i’m on a strike 

a picket fence of nikes 
	 chin up poor old grumpy man 
my clan is ever after 

	 if you look behind, you— 
I know, a private army 

	 dancers! now just glitter up to rosy 
now just splinter leak - ah, cozy 
	 you’re the first arm rest I’ve known here 

you’re the first outlining answer 
	 	 	 (shook) 
my prints are at the station 

	 where? I read this new faith owens book 
 I crossed out all the pages 
	 if you’re leather-bound, I’m scar creed 

there’s a higher ground where phones reach 
	 there’s a hired round of grown feet 
at the march I brought godzilla 
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	 at the torch line, shouted thieves! 

I only use bamboo for flame 
	 I only use my kids 
not yet - a noose, you hound dog 

	 judas sparked - the only way 
a twilight dancer with a new shave 
	 at the barber just say fade 

you only tip 5 dollars? 
	 at the crib I split the surplus 
i’m about these u-lock vape pens 

	 can they hold a charge through monday? 
wire pockets : green again 
	 i’ve stayed too long already 

but the knife, with fireworks…! 
	 tomorrow - can’t sleep in 
boo-hoo my tire hurts 

	 I’m gonna buy a hotdog  
check the score there - live - if win 
	 the average batter doesn’t— 

go on, the line is forming fast 
	 that irish bar’s too full 
just on your tippy toes 

	 oh please 
you think it’s gay? 

	 you cut the cheese 
so what - now will you hang me? 
	 if i knew you wouldn’t scream 

i’m blanking - your name? 
	 pipe 
pedro 

	 cousin 
sheepshead 
	 porridge 
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the hot dog cart is empty 

	 let’s just go I think  
to Whole Foods? 
	 i’ll just get some sprouts, green gum 

	 	 	 	 (third party shouts) 
	 	 	 	 	 	 and bread! 
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EVERYONE : A LOT 

 there’s no blocks where we’re fine	 brothers 
and the shit between unlocked 

as in a forest 	 dirt map lined in blocks 
with thick white cages 
an outhouse filled with stock 

of world’s creations 
on pantry shelves 
in socks made out of hardware	 a cherry tree blow pop 

the carrot squash soup can of beans 
the lemonade stand’s garbage trail 
the empty ice pails 

and the bucket’s round the corner 
where you fill up : at the corner  
where you empty meat up  

	 into me 
behind the glass a boars head 
behind the class some cheese! 

there’s throw up in the kitchen sink  
and some round head blown off 

skin lining streaks as in the 
wallpaper  i wear the dead’s  
to sleep -  silk button thrift  

and trusted 	 blue 
and all the way from paris 
what grew out of a parent 

a long silk, khao san road 
mixed pluck yarn magenta 
an iron and a sew on 

now are they are sharp puddles 
and petals shaped in rows 
‘your toes’ manhattan  
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says ‘all 

broken bones’ 
can check out / be 
in no time 

in or out of home /  
between time: every 
when 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MARKET ALGORITHMS  

he said he got the whole world in his hand 

nah - i got the whole world in my head 

i mean the whole world in my hand 

i mean there is but one lamb at my feet 

there is a thick ham on the seat 

there are these beat drones - walk with me - 

	  
	 you looking for a new ‘frigerator? 

nah 

	 how bout some icecubes? 

man with these new beats by dre 
i don’t need nothing at the store 
keep my mind clicking all damn day 

	 how bout your toes tap? i got  
	 these sneakers. come in faucet size 

huh these shoes don’t look so new to you? 
it’s true we’ve locked it down - live pavement, 

harder with this new bass sound 

	 my sneaks, freak all over town, run straight across 

	 the Hudson you can see them - they reflect the clouds 
	 a hive shape on each heel 
	 bike weed guys love ‘em 

i don’t need to flash my entrance or my exit 
i hear what’s coming. they hear my coming 

beat. to feet: count step : how loud. i always 
keep it double bass 
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	 i always give a wide discount. to local sons like you 

look what i got beneath this hood 

	 yeah yeah i got it - don’t need nothing 

so get a pair and see what’s good  

	 my dough’s too low for that shit 

i thought so too but ebay’s got some, subways 
people leave em lying around 

	 you think they do lay away 

oh right i’m sure they do 

	 dope 

yo gimme your card and i’ll hit you up  
when these soles wear out 

	 i’ll catch you on the shiny side 

	  
i’ll catch you wearing robin hood 
just keep that shit locked up tight 

	 like my freezer 

see you round 

	 and see you rounder 
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STALL-MARKED PROGRESS 

bing bong 

	 you’re a trash can i’m a clown 
no you’re a cloud and imma leaf 
	 banana boats - they’re all the same 

grandma, do you like the bread they serve you here? 
	 it’s pillow rusted birthday cake. with jam, all flat things taste the same 
i’ll bake you warm ones, better 

	 long as I’m upstairs. no one’ll hear us. 
you mean you don’t wanna share? 
	 i’ll show up better: brains, dessert - in here they do not mix 

i brought your slippers 
	 they’re banana boats 
like mine, flat on top and yellow 

	 like your hair. now how good are those for walking? 
without a cane for slipping…if i don’t move, feels almost bare 
	 and how about for dancing? they seem rounded out in plastic? 

in the lining sure, so far I haven’t tested 
	 so what - you use a wheelchair now? 

not quite, sometimes i work in heels 
	 you’re smart just like your mother (smirk) standing and arrested 
i can walk just fine 

	 you’ll groan with toes like mine 
that’s over - branded concubine - now all shoes come with rollers 
	 so you’re moving by momentum? 

using force yes, down in hills. some come with motors 
	 not good for thighs 
or steps 

	 or ladders 
running wet 
	 and we thought curler sleep was sad 

it is - i barely comb my hair 
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	 don’t have to 

there’s still wind 
	 doesn’t matter, all you blow past by 
it’s better for our skin 

	 oh please 
our lines in place, more resting 
	 you look more and more like a phone case 

grandma! 
	 go buy yourself some skin cream 
	 no spf 

collagen? 
	 or take a class on plato 
how bout i just get new shoes? 

	 as long as there’s no rolling 
i will hold your eyes to that 
	 till next time 

i’ll sneak you up some cake 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PLAY-DOH MODELS 

i wanna be a truck when i grow up 
	 	 i wanna be a spider 

	 i wanna wear my hair like bobby villa 
	 	 i wanna make T-shirts with bright orange outlines 
	 i wanna paste my crimes over my answers 

	 	 i wanna eat out every night and after when it’s closing, on my way 
	 	 home i wanna show up at piano bar and sing the right song loud 
i wanna be a junkie first and then a drunk 

	 i wanna crawl out basement bricks 
	 and spook kids on the stairwell 
i wanna be first president to ever lie by gloating 

	 i wanna be the first man in the room 
	 i wanna be the first wife in the white house to paint each room bright red 
i wanna put some kids to bed by spelling out the alphabet 

	 	 i wanna be a kid who plays the part of lancelot 
	 i wanna know 2 or 3 hard languages all way back stored in molars 
i wanna lie down while i’m dripping wet and have 12 athletes - holy roller 

i wanna be the ice rink getting sliced up by swiss tourists 
	 i wanna be the laces thing of bowling shoes or soccer cleats 

i wanna be the scissors used in circumsicion 
	 i wanna be the school bell rusted hurricane sandy 
i wanna bleed for 7 days and 7 days straight after 

i wanna empty out in 4 hole ways and footprint like a snowcone 
i wanna empty chicken bones inside a pot of soup 
	 and snack on them time later 

i wanna drive a rental car to orthodox - a kitchen 
	 with island in the center 
i wanna pause when pausing means still clapping 

	 i wanna push on pushpins made for tacking 
	 i wanna wear out all my mom’s thick heels 
	 	 and poke out pockie poke 

	 	 	 but not enough to puncture 
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	 	 	 	 and not enough to choke 

	 	 	 	 choke show i’m not - collar 
	 	 	 but i fit on my bone 
	 	 	 	 round 
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ODE TO IRVING 

i come from Bushwick i’m it’s savior you are stepping on my throne 

	 i showed up later with some hot glue - look, i used to make a home 
	 	 these now & laters are stuck perched in my back teeth 
	 too sweet for me i’ll use a shovel bone and dig out what comes	 next 

	 a child’s home made of thermal shut-ins 
	 	 	 	 window treatments 

	 	 	 mattress foam - but not the good kind 
	 	 not like caspers in the cartons 
haunting trash bins 

	 	 	 though they board up nice for rats 
	 	 	 	 	 and cats 
	 	 	 	 a nest for sunday dinners 

	 	 i bled blue, at first saliva came out trickling 
	 	 	 	 seams of mouth 
	 	  

	 if you scoop out now & laters 1-2 tooths 
	 	 	 	 might loose - pop out 

	 	 my friend saw condom blowies near the Bronx 
	 	 a dental damn is worth a thousand dicks in pictures 
i can’t swallow come, chew gum at all same time 

	 i tried to once but stuck in hair - ugh just a mess  
this kid looks ripe - a pumpkin face 
	 he’s shiny like it’s halloween  

	 his tears will be our saving grace 
	 he has the mark of blood born here 
	 he has the mark of birthdays, wheels 

	 	 i bet he’ll turn out sharp and tall and be what some call ‘close to god’ 
	 	 i bet he’ll smell like real perfume - no hydrogenic cow pee 
	 and his mom i bet she sings to sleep, a nice voice too 

	 	 ahorita duerme - algo asi 
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	 my dad was in the crucible 

	 	 mine played all night, chips poker 
	 mine stayed up till half past nine and never showed up after 
	 mine’s in Greece - a toll booth man 

	 mine always had 2 plaid shirts clean 
	 mine started out as purple then just changed his name to king 
	 you think this kid likes rice? the warm kind, pudding? 

	 i’ve seen him suck on sweets - clear green - at checkout - dollar store 
	 	 mine melted in my pocket 
	 	 	 mine only came in pink 

	 	 i’m making yucca, rice tonight or beans - who’s in? 
	 	 i’ve got that a class in morning 
	 	 i’m late to bill’s as is 

	 	 my truck will end up towed alone - no money for garage 
	 let’s pull up here by deli 
	 stop - i’ll take some petals off 

	 tear right by stalk 
	 the wind here, leaves 
his cross empty 

mother—madre mia  
bleed to that 
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CROWD SOURCE : ORGY 

i am not gray i’m standing in the ice cream line 
	 then why you panting - waiting? 

the guy’s got his, my favorite kind 
	 a kinder bueno or the gnocchi? 
i brought my serving plate from home 

	 how much are platters? 
50 cents if you ask him nice 
	 i’ll pay 2 bucks for what you’re asking 

sucking’s free for those who own it 
	 i have never smelled a dick in my whole life 
now who’s pinnochio? 

who’s barbara streisand’s wife? 
	 my uncle was a homophobe  i’m eating crimes for dinner 
i use floss for hairs - all types and kinds 

	 i put up mine - an updo 
if you drop this time, it’s no one’s loss, ill shadow 
first, you’ll get it. 

	 if i shower… 
first you’ll shoulder bare - an inch or two from seam 

	 from there? 
just puncture thought clouds, cares 
	 i took a bath, pre-post dessert 

i never clean my underwear 
	 (gasp) 
i’m in commando - three years clear 

	 your test too, blood - it all checks out? 
i pass through bindless, colors, fines 
	 but old people - they’re wrinkled, scars 

and you then swim, as water, paint 
	 my dress hem’s pinching up near waist 
all tables come with four hard legs 
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	 and benches too, with slats of wood? 

the park once too, was part of land -  
a new stoop now on thames 
	 my teeth hurt when i hear their cars 

	 my eyes fill up with tears 
then you must find a pail, behind one’s ears 
to trickle into warm cold soup 

	 will you drink the sweat, the dirt line pores? 
i know no fountain cleaner  
	 if it’s mixed with blood 

	 or mixed with come 
yes - only makes smell sweeter 
here sit on my thumb  

i’ll spin show whole new world 
	 (but—) 
(sh) — and nobody will hear you 
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FREELANCE SERVICE  

what to me is labor 
	 if she can’t dance i will save her 
	 if he’s sweat pants i will pocket fist his dick and blow up : favor 

if his pockets thick with dust, encrusted bottles plastics orange — 
	 	 	 	 then i will show up at the hospital and volunteer  
	 	 	 	 	 	 my blood 	 but what is life 

away	 	 	 a way to leak inside of swim trunks 
a line to cast about a tweed bunch 
to me it’s cold rim spinning on an ice cold reel 

to me its sitting on a thumb and saying steer 
to me it’s cast about a crutch and shows up 
	 splinters down my arm 

to me it’s train track earth and coasting till the grave lines marked in words 
to me it is the pay fines and a wrinkled up old sock i store 
some twenties in and always lose it’s matching one - so money stinks, one shoe does 

when i shoot up i think of bending spoons in punch 
when i shoot up i think wait - what if blue were lunch 

when i shoot up I think of coming hard on top and rolling over 
when i lose lunch ill just jangle out some change 

	 when my spool’s up i’ll think dang i went, a way 
	 when my mom comes i’ll say always happy after 
	 if you bring lunch i’ll say it all means something 

	 	 if your trust counts i’ll shave a few white lines off 
	 	 and save it for your birthday 
	 if your mind hurts i will knit you one for tuesday 

	 with your name outlined in light blue chalk 
i will hold a yarn end while you untangle it’s boss 
i will light a candle say to jesus hymn a swan song 

i will swim in pond scum excavated from a catfish 
	 that now swims at Maggie’s diner 
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i will catch up on all news that says it’s here we have an answer 

i will catch up on the whos who think the master is the matter 
i will run and jump for sky miles to show up wide and clearly 
if you’ll hear what’s tearing wrist creases to watch blood 

dripping here - the Missippi  
	 and the batter’s early 
	 and the grave mark’s third 

	 and the quest, the dot is missing  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MIRA MIRROR 

hello the grave line here	 you’ve entered in wrong number 
but captain i am drying 

have a look your touch pad - just turned black - i’ll hit redial 
	 no luck sir it’s been a while and your tooth is five days old 
but -  

	 and your tongue appears to me to be is losing blood 
	 or growing white crustaceans 
i’ve brushed all mine with crest your words, bounce off 

and stick to you 
	 my glue is double thick repellent only used 
	 for coating skin 

	 in that new top you’re in 
	 is only a 
	 is only our illusion - finer times 

	 finer times as in net threading 
	 all our shrines came then -  

	 	 	 translucent 
	 if you hover over, arms bent i can see 
	 a nipple rising	  

if you’re dark and come in booze breath i will shake 
my own two fists, stuck pointed down my thighs 
	 i am a bull’s branch come on chicken, here my thighs 

	 i haven’t been wet on this day, never once a time on tuesday 
you look good - a made to order brunch 
	 i would crush your skull if my fingers would  

	 	 	 	 	 	 unstuck 
	 i would bust your belt if 
	 there’s no one on this bench 

	 i will bleed sore seven days from this 
i will score up more, right after you 
i will hiss and curse your face, your birth 

i will bless my place where i can see you 
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i will etch my name on cool gray scalp 

and fill it up - gold nail polish 
	 those polish girls can really swear 
	 those sidelines, books, are hardly 

	 rare - all laugh and type 
	 	 gasp 
	 same color 

	 nevermind the wait 
	 now take it in  
	 this thick sunshine 

	 and drink it in 
	 and slurp it in  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UR IN MY SUN 

i didn’t want to poke around but all the dots got lost 
	 the pez 
the orange ones, chef boss 

	 chief, your choice-a-roni! 

my hand’s a block 

and yours is rice 
a can of zima 
	 time-tam life 

	 the aussies - omg so many 
	 the brinkleys - oof, please christ. 
i have a doo-rag on my stopping cap	 	 my stocking cap 	 my shopping cap 

my swapping mat	  my lofty swattling no brim-hat 

swat first	 bat	 swat first	 bat	 swat swat first	 	 then bat 

	 that art bar is a false alarm 
	 that art bar hires kids with guns 
	 that art star shat in needle soup  
i licked off all the frosting 
	 this a stoop? 
my circus mouth clown costume 

	 where do all these kids get money - 
	    say … your cheese dough gum’s from where? 
the plate won’t share its batter 

	 with the catcher 
the pitcher’s name is food 
the short stop : no, too easy 

	 rice! (toss) 
i’ll breathe fall if you let me 
burry fog to make dry ice 
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it’d cool - there’s no ac in here 

	 and i like bright blue genies! 
if you’ll show me 
where -	 out there 

	  out there 
in bleachers, sand 
trap	  bomb castle! 

	 i hideaway for fun 
	   	 from fun 
from sun coated in air cans 

from love lines bloated, tackled 
you can fish in the dark but you 
better rise early - only then can 

you lie / ride on this rug  
	 i see. still dripping. next! 
barber stripe and 	 Matt! 

come get these loose eardrums! 

i’ve seen a cat mind fuck with rat 

	 who tore out guts through stomach 

	 then ripped both cat eyes out 

	 	 for fun? 

	 didn’t even eat ‘em 
	 ever seen a fox in real life? in 
	 	 only cage  

i always rave when bleeding makes my teeth - can’t taste anything 
	 that’s the first song on dave matthew’s band 
	 	 that’s the first sign of the thirst  

(a stretch) 
	 	 	 for wanting stay in time 
(a stretch) 

	 	 	 	 for wanting birth  
(a stretch)	 	 	  
	 	 	 	 for shortening yeast plus mirth and all 

the curses of plaid 
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bag pipes santa clauses 

closet strifes, my little ponies 
bleach blond wives in tony’s pantries 
bony plates of whoever wears their hair like sharon 

olds once called it christ and pining biting light writ  
large and all the ants 
in town who call this 

town a pillar choice 
	 or pillow fight 
	 or flight around  

a loose rail and more  
2 4 6 - all some, their legs 
	 their feet don’t count 

their lens’ do 
these transitions give me pedo-look 
but clear up so no squinting close  

	 i looked like elvis once 
	 	 	 and christ 
	 	 his only son and 

	 	 	        daughter :  
	 	 	    MOTHER EARTH 
	 	 	        and all their 

	 	 	 	 wives - like 
	 	 	 	 wise and single 

	 	 	 	 	 ladies : 
 i make rings  
around my own hot sun 

	 	 	 	 damn! 

a starting point : survival 
i can carry out in wide knee 

birth - so count without me - use your shirt 
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